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Abstract—With serial and parallel processors are introduced
into Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) execution, more and more
researchers are dedicated to improving the performance of the
computing paradigms by taking full advantage of strengths of the
available processor. In this paper, we compare and integrate serial
and parallel paradigms into one SNN compiling system. For a
faster switching between them in the layer granularity, we train
the classifier to prejudge a better paradigm before compiling
instead of making decision afterwards, saving a great amount
of compiling time and RAM space on host PC. The classifier
Adaptive Boost with the highest accuracy (91.69%) among 12
classifiers is integrated into the switching system, which utilizes
less memory and processors on the multi-core neuromorphic
hardware backend SpiNNaker2 than two individual paradigms.
To the best of our knowledge, it’s the first fast switching compiling
system for SNN simulation.

Index Terms—heterogeneous hybrid processor computing,
neuromorphic compiler, workload partitioning, SNN, high-
performance computing, SpiNNaker2

I. INTRODUCTION

By mimicking the information-processing activity of bi-
ological brains, SNNs are expected to be more powerful
and energy-efficient than the conventional neural networks.
A wide variety of dedicated neuromorphic hardware, such
as Loihi[1], BrainScaleS[2][3], and SpiNNaker[4], have been
designed to perform SNN inference, simulating the process
of synaptic processing and neural update. There are also some
neuromorphic simulators [5][6] use off-the-shelf CPU or GPU
as the hardware backends. SpNNaker 2 is a neuromorphic
platform integrating multi-core distributed serial and parallel
processors. By using the ARM processor, the serial SNN
inference paradigm on SpiNNaker2 fully utilizes the input
sparsity to achieve energy savings. The event-based mecha-
nism of this paradigm enables serial processor beginning the
neural dynamics update only when perceiving the connected
pre-neuron fires. However, running this paradigm requires
a relatively complex data structure which could be very
large for dense synaptic connection. The parallel paradigm,

reported in [7][8], intended for accelerating the conventional
serial processing paradigm by activating parallel processor
MAC array by SNN execution. Although papers [7][8] have
deployed a series of optimization strategies to alleviate the
memory weakness derived from operands’ zero padding and
potential sparse synaptic connection, the optimization effect
is not always obvious in various situations. The question of
which paradigm is better regarding memory usage for various
SNN layer is one of the subject of this paper.

According to the analysis above, it’s known that the serial
and parallel paradigms have strengths and weaknesses in mem-
ory performance that balance each other out. By integrating
them into a common compiling system, the SNN inference
execution system can adapt to different scenarios and obtain
a better spatial performance.

As for the related studies, EDLUT [5][9] as a spiking neural
simulator has implemented two different neural dynamic eval-
uation techniques, performances of which are compared with
each other when simulating microzone(s) of cerebellum. The
researchers come to the conclusion that two techniques outper-
form for small- and large- size of neurons, respectively. How-
ever, they do not have investigated what the specific switching
conditions of two techniques are, and their compiling system
is unable to provide a quick decision on which technique to
choose when getting a new model of moderate size of neurons.
Each new SNN model needs to be realistically compiled before
knowing which technique has a better performance.

This paper abstracts the problem of paradigm/technique
selection as a classification issue. We train 12 classifiers and
deploy the one with the best performance as the prediction tool
to enable a fast switching of serial and parallel paradigms be-
fore compiling to achieve a better memory performance when
executing SNN inference on the multi-core heterogeneous
neuromorphic platform SpiNNaker2. To our best knowledge,
this is the first work of prejudging SNN execution paradigms
before compiling to achieve an efficient SNN deployment and
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Fig. 1. Overview of SpiNNaker2 architecture.

simulation.
In this paper, we briefly introduce the hardware backend

SpiNNaker2 in Section II before elaborating on the serial
and parallel paradigms in Section III. Next, we analyse and
evaluate the switching system in Section IV. Finally, Section
V makes a conclusion.

II. HARDWARE BACKEND: SPINNAKER 2

SpiNNaker2 [10] is a massively parallel compute system
that can be scaled up from one chip with 152 cores [11]
to a supercomputer scale with millions of cores. Each core
(a processing element (PE)) has one ARM Cortex M4F and
one MAC array. The instruction and data compiled with serial
or parallel paradigm that will be described in Section III are
loaded to 128kB SRAM of each PE. All PEs communicate
with each other by leveraging the Network-on-Chip (NoC)
architecture.

Since the serial and parallel paradigms are highly related to
the involved processors in PE, and the ARM processor is well-
known, we focus on introducing the dedicated MAC array on
SpiNNaker2. The MAC array on one PE has 64 MAC units in
a 4×16 layout, as stated in [12][13]. To adapt to this hardware
architecture, executing matrix multiplication requires operand
memory alignment. The precision of operands could be 8-bit

or 16-bit, and the output precision can be configured to 8-/16-
/32-bit.

III. SERIAL AND PARALLEL PARADIGMS

In this section, we elaborate on the serial and parallel
paradigms in terms of mapping and execution based on the
multi-core heterogeneous processor hardware architecture of
SpiNNaker2.

In general, mapping the trained SNN model to neuromor-
phic hardware for inference execution requires a series of
transformation steps, such as parsing and preprocessing SNN
model information, as figure 2 demonstrates. The transforma-
tion steps start from the specifically trained or ANN-converted
SNN model. The SNN model is interpreted into an application
graph, a concept from [14]. Normally, each vertex of the
application graph contains all neurons of one layer, and edges
indicate the projections of inter- and inner-layer. The neuron
population in each vertex is then split into one or several sub-
populations to fit the SRAM resource of each PE. All the
sub-populations and the corresponding projections between
them form a machine graph. The connection relations of these
sub-populations contribute the generation of a routing table.
Finally, these transformed information are loaded on SpiN-
Naker2 before execution. This mapping framework enables
large-scale SNN simulation on multiple PEs of SpiNNaker2.



Fig. 2. Schematic of mapping the SNN model on SpiNNaker2 with the switching system, and the details of layer granularity switching.

Under this mapping framework, we detail two paradigms
according to the processors deployed in the SNN inference
execution on SpiNNaker2. The serial paradigm utilizing ARM
processor basically follows the model partitioning approach
from SpyNNaker [14], splitting the application graph based
on pre-defined neuron number capacity of each PE (255).
While the parallel paradigm proposed in [7][8] introduces
MAC array, a machine learning accelerator on SpiNNaker2,
into SNN hardware simulation process. Different from the
serial paradigm, the parallel paradigm considers the dynamic
adjustment of neuron and synapse per PE during partitioning
the application graph into machine graph.

A. Serial paradigm

For serial paradigm, the event-based synaptic processing and
time-triggered neural update are applied to SNN execution
during runtime. The event of a spike arrival triggers the
synaptic processing in the current PE. To be specific, the
source neuron index embedded in the spiking package unlocks
an entry of the pre-loaded master population table. This entry
points at one item of the address list, indicating the first
address and matrix row length of a block of synaptic matrix
on local SRAM. Each row within one block saves the synaptic
information between the spiked source neuron and one of the
target neurons, including weight, delay, synapse type (excita-
tory or inhibitory), and target neuron index. One source neuron
corresponds to one block and multiple blocks compose the
whole synaptic matrix. We accumulate the weights activated
by all the spikes arrived at current PE in the last timestep, and
classify them into slots of synaptic input buffer according to
delay and synapse type before subtracting 1 for delay which
is labelled on each slot (0 returns to the largest delay). The
weight difference of two synapse types in slot 0 is regarded as
the input current. In the neural update stage, we add the input
current of individual target neuron with decayed membrane
potentials, and compare the result with threshold to decide
the neuron status (spike or not). The whole process can be
formulated by the following leaky integrate-and-fire (LIF)
formula referring to [15]:

V t+1
j = ΣiWjix

t−d(j,i)
i + αV t

j − ztjVth (1)

The contents in data structures (master population table,
address list, synaptic matrix) and the size of the memory
placeholders (input spike buffer, synaptic input buffer) in-
volved in runtime are created by compiler, and loaded to
SpiNNaker2 before inference execution. If the number of
neurons in population is larger than 255, the population is
equally partitioned into several sub-populations corresponding
to the same number of PEs. The data structures and memory
placeholders are also split and distributed into these PEs.

B. Parallel paradigm

As mentioned in Subsection III-A, the SNN inference
consists of synaptic processing and neural update. The former
can be accelerated by MAC array [7][8]. In this paradigm,
the reversed order and input merging table are saved in the
dominant PE to pre-process the spikes in stacked input buffer
to adapt to the data layout of optimized weight-delay-map.
Then the pre-processed spike train are read by subordinate
PEs, where the MAC array operates matrix-multiplication for
the obtained spike train and the optimized weight-delay-map.

The content of data structures (reversed order, input merging
table, and optimized weight-delay-map) and the size of the
memory placeholders (input spike buffer, stacked input buffer)
are generated by compiler before loading to neuromorphic
hardware. If one subordinate PE has not sufficient DTCM to
save the whole optimized weight-delay-map, it will be split
into multiple cores in a spatial-temporal balancing way by two-
stage splitting algorithm. Other data structures and memory
placeholders remain unchanged.

Not limited by the fixed number of neurons per PE as in the
serial paradigm, the parallel takes into account the impact of
both neuron number and weight sparsity on SRAM memory
consumption during compiling. It is more friendly to the SNN
layer with very sparse connections between large number of
neurons, and the dense layer with small neuron numbers.

IV. COMPARISON AND INTEGRATION

As the counterpart and opponent, the serial and parallel
paradigms elaborated in Section III have their own specializa-
tion. They can address a wider range of problems than either
could on its own when we integrate them into one system,
where we can switch them according to different situation with



TABLE I
COST MODEL IN DTCM

item cost model (Byte)
serial input spike buffer (32/8)*n neuron

paradigm DMA buffer 0 (DRAM not involved)
master population table (96/8)*n source vertex

address list (32/8)*n address list rows
synaptic matrix (32/8)*n neuron*n neuron*max connected rate

synaptic input buffer (16/8)*n neuron*delay range*n projection type
neuron and synapse model (32/8)*n param(LIF:8+6)

output recording (32/8)*(ceil(n neuron/32)+1)+(32/8)*n neuron*3
stack & heap (96/8)*n source vertex

hw mgmt & OS 6000
parallel input spike buffer (32/8)*n source neuron

paradigm reversed order (32/16)*n source neuron*delay range
(dominant)) input merging table n source neuron*delay range*3

stacked input n source neuron*delay range*4
neuron and synapse model (32/8)*n neuron*n neuron*max connected rate

output recording (32/8)*n target neuron*4
stack & heap (96/8)*n source vertex

hw mgmt & OS 6000
parallel optimized weight delay map (can’t be accurately estimated))

paradigm output recording (16/8)*n neuron*delay range*n projection type
(subordinate)) stack & heap (96/8)*n source vertex

hw mgmt & OS 6000

Fig. 3. The marginal distribution of four univariables based on the acquired dataset.

the purpose of less memory cost. The most straightforward
approach for paradigm comparison is compiling the given
SNN layer and selecting the optimal solution. However, the
compiling time and the RAM occupation on host PC are not
negligible especially for large model (8 hours required for
microcircuit as reported in [16]). The problem of compiling
time gets even worse when compiling with two paradigms
sequentially. Moreover, saving two compiling results may
cause RAM crisis on host PC. Thus, we analyse firstly how
various factors of one layer (one population of application
graph) of SNN affect the spatial performance difference of
two paradigms in Subsection IV-A, where the analysis result
shows the complexity of this problem. So in Subsection IV-B,
we abstract this problem and model it to a binary classification
issue, and select the best classifier from 12 candicates to solve

this problem. The switching system embedded with this fast
decision tool will be evaluated in Subsection IV-C.

A. Dataset acquisition and statistical analysis

The PE occupation of serial and parallel paradigms is
closely bound up with the characters of SNN layers. To in-
vestigate the relations of layer characters (delay range, source
neuron number, target neuron number, weight density) and the
best paradigm (serial, or parallel) that requires less PE, we
need to collect a large dataset as raw materials for analysis.

For the serial paradigm, we can relatively accurately calcu-
late the number of PEs for one layer. Table I lists all the data
structures in DTCM (data tightly coupled memory) and their
memory cost models. Source and target neuron number is fixed
to 255 according to [14], and we use 8-bit weights. Different
from the implementation of paper [14], we increase the DTCM



Fig. 4. Accuracy comparison among 12 classifiers. MLP x means the multilayer perceptron model with x neurons in hidden layer. The red lines mark the
accuracy range of training with 20 different random seeds.

from 64 kB to 96 kB considering a larger SRAM space each
PE on SpiNNaker2 than on SpiNNaker. Another difference lies
in exclusion of DRAM in the experiments of this paper, so all
the synaptic rows are saved in local SRAM, and the memory
placeholder for receiving synaptic rows loaded by DMA from
DRAM during runtime is removed. We find that the synaptic
matrix which is proportional to the weight density dominates
the memory summation of data structures in Table I, and the
DTCM of one PE is incapable of holding all the data structures
when the weight density is over 25%. So for the layer with
dense weight, we equally distribute the synaptic matrix into
2-4 adjacent PEs. We also equally split the source and target
neurons when they are greater than 255 limitation.

For the parallel paradigm, it is hard to calculate the required
number of PEs. Even if a complex probabilistic model is
built to model the optimization rate of using four optimization
strategies from [8] sequentially, the size of the optimized
weight-delay-map is still a range instead of exact value.
To obtain the accurate subordinate PE number, we run on
parallel paradigm’s compiler the randomly generated 16000
SNN layers, whose source and target neurons range from 50 to
500 with step length 50, weight density 10% - 100% with 10%
step length, delay range 1 - 16 with step length 1. Within the
scope of these settings, one dominant PE is enough according
to our calculation based on the cost model in Table I. The
subordinate PE plus the dominant is the total PE quantity.

Fig. 3 plots the marginal distribution of four layer char-
acter factors of SNN layer, presenting the influence of the
univariable on classification result. This figure shows that the
parallel paradigm becomes better with the decrease of delay
range and increase of weight density. But even for very small
delay range and very large weight density, parallel paradigm

is not the only winner of all the cases. The situation for source
and target neuron is more complex. Therefore, we introduce
classifier as a binary classification tool to solve this problem.

B. Classifier comparison and selection

As mentioned at the end of Subsection IV-A, the corre-
spondence of input data (four layer character factors) and
labels (switch to which paradigm) is unclear. Classifier is an
effective tool to learn features of input data and establish a
high-accuracy input-output correspondence. We train 12 kinds
of classifiers with the dataset acquired in Subsection IV-A,
and the highest accuracy 91.69% comes from the Adaptive
Boost algorithm, as demonstrated in Fig.4. By integrating this
algorithm into the switching system, we can achieve a high
accurate fast switching.

C. Evaluation of the classifier integrated switching system

In order to more intuitively evaluate the memory perfor-
mance of the Adaptive Boost algorithm integrated switching
system, we reduce the original four dimensional character
factors to only one (delay range) by summing up the required
PEs of individual delay range in the collected dataset. There
are 1000 data each delay range, so we divide the summa-
tion with 1000 to obtain the average PE number which is
represented with y-axis in Fig. 5. The x-axis is delay range.
This figure compares the serial paradigm, parallel paradigm,
real switching system supported by trained best classifier, and
the ideal switching system. The purple line fitting the real
switching system of 91.69% accuracy is very close to the ideal
pink line where data is collected from label of the dataset. The
trend of blue and green lines presents two paradigms’ different
sensitivity and the advantage area to delay range. By using



the classifier switching between them, the switching system
takes strengths of both paradigms automatically and achieves
the better memory performance than any of the individual
paradigm.

Fig. 5. Memory performance comparison among two paradigms, trained
classifier (Adaptive Boost, estimate before compiling both paradigms), and
the ideal situation (classify after compiling both paradigms).

Fig. 5 merely depicts the advantage of mapping one SNN
layer with the classifier integrated switching system. When we
apply this approach to the whole neural network, especially a
large one with the combination of various layers, the advantage
in saving memory and multi-core processors will be greatly
increased. For instance, the gesture recognition SNN model
with 2048-20-4 structure and 3.16% weight density mentioned
in [8] needs 9 PEs on serial paradigm, 5 PEs on parallel
paradigm, and only 4 PEs by deploying switching system.

The improvement of the spatial performance will provide
more possibilities for deploying more complex biological
networks and processing multi-tasks simutaneously on SpiN-
Naker2 multi-core supercomputer. The temporal and energy
performances as evaluation criteria will be integrated into this
switching system in our future work.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes how to integrate and switch the serial
and parallel mapping paradigms of SNN in one system. During
the host compilation phase, classifier with 91.69% accuracy
is used to accelerate the switching decision during compiling
and deduce the average storage occupation on SpiNNaker2.
This fast switching system enables mapping larger-scale SNNs
and more tasks on multi-core supercomputer, as well as
provides the methodology of maximizing the benefits of the
heterogeneous hardware system for neuromorphic application.
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